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ing bags or like enclosures. More particularly

the invention pertains to machines in which the
air in the bags is removed prior to sealing.

One of the objects of the invention is to pro

wide a machine of the character described which,
after the air in the bag is removed, will in a sim
ple manner prevent more air from reentering the
bag until the bag has been sealed and the seal

firmly set. Generally I attain this object by

0.

pressing together the walls of the bag mouth

a machine of the character described, an air re
moving means which continues to function until
the Walls of the bag mouth are pressed together
prior to Sealing thereof. In this connection, a
more specific object of the invention is to pro

5
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vide in a machine of the character described an

air removing means which is automatically ren
dered ineffective and moved away from the mouth
of the bag just before the walls thereof are sub
stantially closed.
A further object of the invention isto provide
in a machine of the character described an air
removing means which is automatically rendered

effective when the bag is properly positioned rela

tive thereto.
A machine of the character aforementioned

can be employed in various manners depending
upon the nature of the air removing means, which
may remove air either by extraction or by dis

placement.
In packaging certain types of goods, it is de
sirable to have the bag and its contents occupy
as Small a space as possible. Although some of

the air in the bag is displaced when the bag is
filled and a little more expelled by pressing the
sides of the bag together, ordinarily sufficient

residual air is nevertheless left to prevent the bag
and its contents from Occupying a minimum
Space. It is, therefore, a more particular object
Of the invention to provide in a sealing machine
of the character described a removing means

which will extract most of the residual air prior

to sealing of the bag and thus cause the same to
cling to its contents. In general terms this ob

ject of the invention is accomplished by pumping

tofore bags so filled have admitted some air sub
sequent to filling with carbon dioxide and prior
to sealing of the bag mouth. It is, therefore,
a further object of the invention to provide a

Sealing machine- of the character described in
which an inert gas is pumped into the bag and

above or below the sealing zone from the time

that air is removed until the seal is completed
and, preferably, also set.

Another object of the invention is to provide in

2

air out of the bag after the same has been filled
to thereby exhaust the air between the bag and
its contents and thus collapse the bag.
In packaging other types of goods, particularly
products which are deleteriously affected by air,
it is desirable to replace the air with an inert
gas such, for example, as carbon dioxide. Here

This invention relates to machines for Seal

the bag is sealed before any air has had a chance
to leak thereinto.
Other objects of this invention will in part be
obvious and in part hereinafter pointed out.
The invention accordingly consists in the fea
tures of construction, combinations of elements,
and arrangements of parts which will be exempli
fled in the constructions hereinafter described,
and of which the scope of application will be
indicated in the claims.

Certain novel features of the machine herein
25

shown and described, but not claimed, are shown

and described and claimed in a copending appli
cation for Machines for sealing bags, Serial No.
513,806, filed December 10, 1943, by George E.
Boucher and myself, the said copending appli
30 cation and the instant invention being owned by
a common assignee.
In the accompanying drawings, in which are
shown various possible embodiments of my in
vention,
Fig. 1 is a top plan view of a bag sealing ma
35
chine embodying my invention;
Fig. 2 is a side elevational view thereof in par
tial section;
Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the air
40 extraction means taken substantially along th
line 3-3 of Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of the
preheating means taken substantially along the
line 4-4 of Fig.1;
Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view of the pres
45
Sure and heat Sealing means taken substantially
along the line 5-5 of Fig.1;
Fig. 6 is an enlarged sectional view of the seal
setting means taken substantially along the line
50 6-6 of Fig. 1;
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4
ton 50 (Fig. 2), the bag itself having been dis
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Fig. 7 is an enlarged vertical front-to-back
sectional view through the open mouth of a bag
prior to sealing;
Fig. 8 is a similar view through the mouth of
the bag after sealing;
Fig. 9 is a fragmentary top plan view of the

as having contents in the form of an inner car
posed in an Outer carton 52.

5

The means for transporting the bags from the
the preheating strip heaters 48 includes two end
less V-shaped belts 54, 56 (Figs. 1-5) each of
which is driven by a large sheave 58, 60. The belt
5, after leaving the sheave 58, rides around a
Small diameter sheave 62 near the air removing

air removing means to the bag sealing means past

entrance end of a bag Sealing machine emi
bodying a modified form of the invention;
Fig. 10 is a side elevational view thereof in
0.
partial section, and
means and then returns to the large sheave 58
Fig. 11 is a sectional view of the air displacing
along a reach paralleling and disposed above the
means taken substantially along the line fl-f
portion of the slot 42 between said air removing
of Fig. 10.
In general I accomplish the several objects of
means and said sealing means. A part of said

my invention by providing a bag sealing machine
having means for sealing the mouth of the bag,
means for removing air from the bag while the
mouth thereof is still open and means for press
ing together opposed walls of the mouth of the
bag so as to temporarily close the same while
transporting the bag from the air removing means

5
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to the sealing means.

The bag sealing means may be of any type well
known to the art such, as for example, a pressure

sealing means for a cold seal, a gluing and press
ing means where adhesive is applied to the mouth

of the bag before closing, or a pressure and heat
sealing means. For purposes of illustration the
machine O shown in Figs, 1 through 6 includes a
bag sealing means of the last type, such as is

25
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shown and described in detail in the aforesaid
Copending application.

Said bag sealing means includes two rolls 2,
f4 having sealing portions 6, 8 whose peripheries
are milled in matching registration to crimp and
press together opposed walls of the mouth 20 of a
bag 22. Said rolls are rotatably supported on ver

tical shafts 24 whose upper ends are fixed in a
frame 26 fastened to bed plates 28, 30 disposed
beneath the rolls 2, 4. The rolls have meshing
gears 32 so that the rolls will turn in synchronism.
One of the rolls also has a sprocket 34 and car
ries a bevel gear 36 which meshes with a second
bevel gear 38 on a drive shaft 40 actuated from a
suitable source of power (not shown).
The plates 28, 30 have two opposed longitudinal
edges disposed in spaced relationship to define a
slot 42 through which the mouths of the bags pro
ject while the bags pass through the machine.
The plates are maintained in desired spaced rela
tionship by C-clamps 43. The legs of said clamps
may be sprung together by a knurled nut 44 and
threaded rod 46 (Fig. 4) whereby the plates may
be moved towards and away from each other.
The rolls are so arranged that the sealing portions
6, 8 overlie said slot 42 and are thus properly
positioned to seal the mouth of the bags.
The rolls may be maintained at an elevated
temperature by resistance heating elements 47
Whose operation is controlled by a manually op

35
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sheaves being tangent to the reach. The other
belt 56 is Supported and travels in a similar man

ner. The bases of the two belts along said reaches
face each other over the slot 42. The spacing be
tween the belts can be varied by Springing to
gether the legs of the C-clamps 43. Said belts
should be so adjusted that they will firmly press
between them the opposed faces of a bag mouth.
It will be noted that the closely spaced sheaves 64
by backing up the belts enable such pressure to be
maintained over the entire lengths of said reaches.
The air removing means in this embodiment of
my invention comprises an air evacuating mech
anism 66 (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) which sucks the resid
ual air from the space between the bag 22 and the
inner carton 50 as well as the air in the bag above
Said carton. Said evacuating mechanism 66 in
cludes a flexible conduit 68 connected to a source
of Sub-atmospheric pressure as, for example, the
Suction outlet of an air pump 70. This conduit
leads to a suction nozzle 72 which is adapted to be
placed in the mouth 20 of a bag 22 as the same is
being drawn between the two belts 54, 56 near the
air evacuating mechanism 66. Said nozzle is kept

in the bag until either the mouth of the bag lies
completely between the two belts or there is in
Sufficient room for the nozzle. It will be observed
that in the latter case the travel of the bag is
sufficiently rapid and the bag mouth closed nearly
enough to prevent any appreciable amount of air
from reentering the bag until the mouth of the
bag lies wholly between said belts. Once the en
tire mouth of the bag is clamped between the two
belts, they will exert sufficient pressure to pre
vent any air from reentering the space just evacu
ated between the bag and the inner carton 50
during the preheating and until such time as the

bag is sealed.

Although the suction nozzle 72 may be ma
nipulated by hand in the manner aforesaid with
a high degree of efficiency, the same may be also

60

erated Switch (not shown).

If desired, the plates 28, 30 may support strip
sealing portions 6, 18 and to both sides of the
heaters 48 which lie in the same plane as the

mouth of the bag as it passes through the machine.
The Operation of these heaters is likewise con

reach is disposed beneath the pressure sealing
portion 6. Said reach is maintained in position
by a plurality of small diameter sheaves 64 ro
tatably supported on the bed plate 28, these

65

trolled by a manually operated switch (not shown)
So that the mouth of the bag can be pre-heated
before pressure is applied to the same.
w
A typical bag 22, such as is adapted to be 70
Sealed with the use of the sealing means just de
scribed, has the inner surfaces of its mouth coated
with a layer 23 of a substance which at the tem
perature and pressure of sealing will cause the
walls of the mouth to adhere. Said bag is shown 75

operated by automatic means. Such means may
comprise a slotted plate 74 in which a hollow
pneumatic fitting 76 is slidably mounted for
movement towards and away from a stop 77 in
a direction parallel to the slot 42. A shoulder
6a on the fitting rides on the lower edge of the

plate 74 to prevent said fitting from turning in
the slot. The fitting is biased to a position re
mote from the entrance end of the machine by
a light spring 78. The conduit 68 is connected
to One end of Said fitting 76 and the other end
is angled down to run into a tube 80 in which

is telescopically received a pipe 82 on whose lower

end the nozzle 72 is formed. The connection be

tween the pipe and tube is rendered substantially

2,410,834
6
particularly Fig. 6) comprises another pair of
endless V-shaped belts 04, O6. Each of these
belts travels around a large sheave 08, ?o near
the sealing means and small sheave 2 at the
5 discharge end of the machine, said sheaves being
so disposed that a reach of each belt lies over
mouth of an underlying bag. The pipe is moved
a portion of the longitudinal slot 42. The facing
in the opposite direction by a Solenoid, 88 mount
ed on the tube 80 and connected to said pipe by surfaces of the belt along these reaches are flat
and so relatively disposed as to engage and firmly
a rigid angle bar 90.
It will now be seen that in Order to lower the O press between them the opposed faces of the

5
air-tight by means of a stuffing box, packing or
the like.
A compression spring 84 housed in a telescopic
casing 86 biases the pipe 82 downwardly toward
a position in which said nozzle extends into the

sealed bag mouth. Closely spaced supporting and
guiding sheaves 4 similar to the sheaves 64
maintain these reaches of the belts 04, O6 in

nozzle, it is merely necessary to interrupt the
energizing circuit for the solenoid whereupon the
spring 84 will force the nozzle downwardly into

the underlying mouth of a bag. The light spring

78 will allow the nozzle to move with the bag
as the same is drawn between the belts 54, 56.
The solenoid should be energized as the bag
approaches a position in which the mouth there
of lies almost fully between Said belts and said
Solenoid should remain energized as the spring
78 retracts the nozzle 72 and fitting T6. To ac
complish this operation automatically, means is

5
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provided responsive to the position of a bag at

the evacuating mechanism for connecting and

proper position. Adjustment of a C-clamp 5
in this region of the machine will vary the pres
sure applied by said belts to the sealed bag mouth.
The sheaves 60, to are both carried by a shaft
f6 on which there is fixed a sprocket i f 8 con
nected to the sprocket 34 by a chain 20 which
thus drives the belts 56, O6. The belts 54, f O4
are driven by frictional contact from the belts
56, O6. The sheaves 58, -08 are also fixed to a
single shaft f22.
It will be noted that the belts 54, 56 operate in
a plane below the preheating strip heaters 48

disconnecting the Solenoid in an electric ener 25
to facilitate construction and operation of the
gizing circuit. Said means comprises a radiant
machine and to enable heating of the sealing
energy-emitting element such as an electric light
film 23 on the interior of the bag Without heating
bulb 92 Whose beam is directed at a radiation
sensitive device such as a photo-electric cell 94. of said belts. However, the said belts 04, O6
Said cell is connected to a battery 96 and One 30 operate in the same plane as the strip heaters
to hold the cohering portions of said Sealing film
terminal of the solenoid 88 through an ampli
against each other until the Seal is Set.
fier 98, the other battery terminal being con

nected to the other terminal of the solenoid

through said amplifier.

The beam transects the path traversed by the
bags 22 at a point such that when crossed by

35

trailing edge of the preceding bag, at the time
it crosses such point, will cut off energization of

40

the trailing edge of the bag the nozzle 2 should
be lifted. It will be apparent that the leading
edge of the next bag, which is spaced from the
the photo-electric cell and de-energize the Sole

noid, while its mouth is in proper position to
receive the suction nozzle 72.

In Fig. 2 the bag 22 depicted in full lines is
in a position wherein its leading edge intercepts
the beam of light and causes the discharge noz

In Figs. 9 through 11, I have shown a modified
form of my invention employing a different cOn
struction and operation of the air removing
means. In this modification, the air remowing
means instead of extracting air by Suction re
moves air from the bag by displacement with
another gas which will force the air out of the

bag. I accomplish this by employing an air dis

placing mechanism 30 which blows an inert gas,
such as carbon dioxide, into the bag before the
bag is closed. Said air displacing mechanism 30
includes a pump 32 whose intake line 34 is
connected to a Supply of carbon dioxide. The

pumps outlet 36 is coupled to a resilient pipe
38 made, for example, of rubber, which is fixed

to a short tube 40 journaled in a bearing 42
mounted on the plate 30. The opposite end of
ing edge clears the beam to permit the nozzle 50 the tube. 40 is secured to an elbow fitting 44
which is free to swing about the tube 40 as a
to be raised. It may be mentioned that since
center. The elbow fitting is connected to a con
the bag 22 may be in an outer carton 52 the
duit 46 in which a pipe 48 is slidably mounted
terms "leading edge' and "trailing edge' of the
for axial movement. The end of said pipe ter
bag will also be understood to connote the lead
55 minates in a nozzzle 50. A compression spring
ing and trailing edges of such carton.
52 housed in a telescopic casing 54 biases said
If the weight of the goods packed in the bag
pipe 48 downwardly towards a position in which
is too great to be conveniently supported between
it is adapted to extend into the open mouth of
the belts 54, 56, I may dispose beneath the slot
an underlying bag. The pipe is moved in an
42
a
conventional
anti-friction
support
00
in
cluding a plurality of parallel rotating roller pins 60 opposite direction by a solenoid 56 connected
thereto by an angle bar 58. The overall length
02. Said support may also act as a gauge to

zle to enter the bág. The bag illustrated in dot
and-dash lines is in a position wherein its trail

properly position the bag in Such manner that
its mouth extends a predetermined distance above
the top of the preheating strips 48, as more fully
described in the aforesaid Copending applica

tion.

It may be desirable to keep the mouths of the
bags closed by external means until such time as
the seal is set and at the same time to move
the bag to the discharge end of the machine. To

this end I provide a conveying and cooling means

of the conduit and pipe in fully extended position
is such that the nozzle 50, pivoting about the
tube 40, will remain in the bag as the bag is
65 drawn in between the belts 54, 56 until just before
the mouth of the bag 22 is closed by said belts.
This latter position is shown by the dot-and-dash
lines in Fig. 10. As the bag passes this position
the trailing edge thereof will clear the tip of the
70 nozzle and permit the same to swing back to
Vertical.
It will be appreciated that the nozzle must be
in extended position when it is disposed within

which holds the opposed Walls of the mouth of
the bag together until the seal is set while con the mouth of the bag and in retracted position
veying the bags to a discharge point. Said con
veying and cooling means (FigS. 1 and 2, and 75 after it is swung back So as to be ready to enter

2,410,834
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invention are achieved, and which is well adapted

the mouth of another bag. Extension of the noz

zle is effected by interrupting an energizing cir
cuit for the solenoid 56 thus allowing the Spring
52 to force the nozzle 50 downwardly into the
underlying mouth of a bag. After the tip of the

5

nozzle clears the trailing edge of a bag, the Sole
noid is reenergized so as to draw the pipe 48 into
the conduit 46 and allow the tip of the no22le

in set forth or shown in the accompanying draw

ings is to be interpreted as illustrative and not in

to clear the mouth of the next bag (dash-double
dot-lines in Fig. 10). This operation is accom
plished automatically by a mechanical means
which is actuated by the bag in certain positions

O

zle to be inserted in the bag and starts the flow

1. A machine of the character described for

Spaced from said Sealing means for removing air

20
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3. A machine of the character described for

35

54, 56 and so be drawn into the machine O al
though it will push the feeler aside. This enables
40

substantially all the air contained therein. The
period over which the bag is allowed to remain

stationary is determined by the operator. After
such period has elapsed, the bag is moved forward
by the operator until its leading edge is intro
duced between the belts 54, 56 whereupon said
bag will be pulled into the machine. The nozzle

remains in the bag and continues to pump in
carbon dioxide until the bag mouth is Substan- ;

tially closed by said belts.
It may be desirable to introduce a product, for
example coffee, into the bag while it remains
stationary and after a sufficient amount of carbon
dioxide has been introduced. For this purpose,
I provide a filling spout 72 through which coffee

a thermoplastic material at the Sealing zone, said
machine comprising rotary means to progressive
ly apply heat and pressure to said thermoplastic
layer across the mouth of the bag and thus pro
gressively Seal the mouth of the bag, means to re
move the air in Said bag prior to the sealing there
of, and means to transfer said bag from said air
removing means to said rotary sealing means and
to compress together the opposite walls of the
mouth of said bag throughout such transfer so
as to prevent reentry of air before sealing of the
bag, Said transferring means including a pair of
endless belts having parallel reaches opposed to
each other and extending between said air renov
ing means and said rotary Sealing means, means

to press said reaches together so as to compress

between them the Opposite walls of the mouth of
the bag, and means to move said belts.
4. A machine as set forth in claim 3 wherein

the parallel reaches of the endless belts extend
through and beyond said rotary sealing means
So as to compress between them the opposite walls
Of the mouth of Said bag after Sealing and during
Setting and prevent reentry of air during Setting.

can discharge. A valve 74 having a manually

operable handle 76 controls the flow of the
coffee. Under a typical procedure, the coffee is
discharged into the bag after the bag is filled with

5. A machine as set forth in claim 3 wherein

the parallel reaches of the endless belts extend
through and beyond Said rotary sealing means SO
as to compress between them the opposite walls of
the mouth of Said bag after Sealing and during

carbon dioxide and while the carbon dioxide is

still flowing and said valve is closed before the

setting and prevent reentry of air during setting,

leading edge of the bag is introduced between
It may also be desirable to provide a support
in the form of a steel plate 78 beneath the air
displacing and coffee loading station to take up
part of the impact force of the coffee descending
the belts 54, 56.

70

fully explained in the said copending application.

and wherein means further is provided to com
press the opposite walls of the mouth of the bag
at the Zone where the same has been sealed, said
last named means including another pair of end
less belts having parallel reaches opposed to each
other and extending away from Said rotary seal
ing means, said belts being provided with means
to force the last named parallel reaches toward
each other and compress betWeen them the por
tions of the opposite walls of the mouth of the

bag already sealed.

It will thus be seen that I have provided an

apparatus in which the several objects of this

means is provided to adjust the pressure with
which the parallel reaches of the belts compress
the opposite walls of the mouth of the bag.

sealing the open mouth of a flexible bag having

leading edge of the bag will not touch the belts

into the bag. It will be appreciated that this
plate can function as a physical abutment gauge
for placing the mouth of the bag in proper posi
tion relative to the preheating strips as is more

therefrom while holding the mouth of the bag
closed during such transfer so as to prevent re
entry of the air before Sealing of the bag.
2. A machine as set forth in claim 1 wherein

In Figs. 9 through 11 the bag 22' is illustrated
as being of a type in which coffee is packed and

the nozzle to be given sufficient time to flow
enough carbon dioxide into the bag to displace

from the bag, and a pair of endless belts having
parallel reaches opposed to each other and ex
tending between said air removing means and
said bag Sealing means, means for urging Said
reaches together to compress between them the
mouth of the bag being transferred, means to
move said belts whereby said belts transfer Said
bag. from Said air removing means to said bag
Sealing means after the air has been removed

25

of carbon dioxide through the nozzle.

the feeler 60 is so disposed that when the bag
is situated beneath the air displacing means the

a limiting Sense.
Having thus described my invention, I claim as
new and desire to secure by Letters Patent:

sealing the open mouth of a bag, Said machine
comprising means for sealing the bag, means

and which controls the energizing circuit for the
Solenoid.
Said means comprises a long feeler arm 60

carrying a switch contact 62 adapted to co
operate with a switch contact 64 in the circuit
which energizes the solenoid from a Source of
electric power. The tip of said feeler lies in Such
position that when a bag is disposed beneath the
air displacing means, ready to receive the nozzle
50, said bag will push the feeler to one side and
open the contacts 62, f64 to de-energize the
solenoid. When this occurs the spring 52 will
force the tip of the nozzle into the bag. At the
same time leads 66, 68 connected across the
lead in wires to the solenoid fS6 de-energize a
relay 70 to cause power to be supplied to a motor
M which actuates the carbon dioxide pump 32.
Thus movement of the feeler 160 causes the noz

to meet all conditions of practical use.
As various possible embodiments might be made
of the above invention, and as various changes
might be made in the embodiments above Set
forth, it is to be understood that all matter here

75

6. A machine of the character described for

9
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sealing the open mouth of a bag, said machine
comprising means for sealing said bag, means
spaced from said sealing means for progressively
removing air from said bag, means for transfer
ring said bag from said air removing means to
said sealing means and for closing the mouth of
the bag and keeping same closed during such
transfer, said air removing means continuing to
function until the mouth of the bag is closed by
said transferring means, and electric switch con

trolled means for rendering said air removing
means effective when the bag is positioned there

beneath and for rendering the air removing
means ineffective when the mouth of the bag is

Substantially closed.
7. A machine of the character described for
sealing the open mouth of a bag, said machine
comprising means for sealing said bag, means
spaced from said sealing means for progressively
removing air from said bag, means for trans
ferring said bag from said air removing means to
said Sealing means and for closing the mouth
of the bag and keeping same closed during such

10

sealing the open mouth of a bag, said machine
comprising means for. Sealing said bag, means
spaced from said Sealing means for progressively
removing air from Said bag, means for transfer
ring said bag from Said air removing means to
said Sealing means and for closing the mouth of
the bag and keeping same closed during such
transfer, said air removing means continuing to
function until the mouth of the bag is closed by
10 Said transferring means, said air removing means
including a conduit which is mounted to move
with the bag, and means to lift Said conduit out
of the bag just as the mouth of the bag is fully
closed by the transferring means.
10. A machine of the character described for
sealing the open mouth of a bag, said machine
comprising means for Sealing said bag, means
spaced from said sealing means for progressively
removing air from said bag, means for transfer
20 ring said bag from said air removing means to
said sealing means and for closing the mouth of

the bag and keeping same closed during such

transfer, Said air removing means continuing to
function until the mouth of the bag is closed by
transfer, said air removing means continuing to said
transferring means, said air removing means
function until the mouth of the bag is closed by 25
including a pair of telescoping conduits, means
said transferring means, and radiant beam con
to retract said conduits into nested relationship
trolled electric switch means for rendering said
when no bag is disposed therebeneath, and means
air removing means effective when the bag is
positioned therebeneath and for rendering the
to extend said conduits when a bag is disposed
air removing means ineffective when the mouth 30 therebeneath.
11. A machine of the character described for
of the bag is Substantially closed.
the open mouth of a bag, said machine
8. A machine of the character described for sealing
sealing the open mouth of a bag, said machine comprising means for. Sealing Said bag, means

comprising means for sealing said bag, means
spaced from Said sealing means for progressively
removing air. from said bag, means for trans
ferring said bag from said air removing means

spaced from said sealing means for progressively
removing air from said bag, and means for transm

ferring said bag from said air removing means
to said sealing means and for closing the mouth
of the bag and keeping same closed during such
transfer, said air removing means continuing to

to said sealing means and for closing the mouth
of the bag and keeping same closed during such
transfer, Said air removing means continuing to 40 function until the mouth of the bag is closed by
said transferring means, said air removing means
function until the mouth of the bag is closed by
said transferring means, and feeler controlled including a swingably mounted conduit having
means for rendering said air removing means ef a nozzle adapted to be disposed in the bag during
fective when the bag is positioned therebeneath removal of air and to clear the bag as the bag is
and for rendering the air removing means in 45 moved to a point where its mouth is substantially
effective when the mouth of the bag is substan

tially closed.
9. A machine of the character described for

closed.

OWN E MESSMER.

